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Abstract

Magnetic reconnection is the primary driver of magnetospheric activity by coupling the magnetosphere to the interplanetary
medium with an efficiency that depends critically on its location. Several models have been proposed for the location of
reconnection, but none are consistently supported by global simulations and in-situ measurements have been too scarce to
fully address the problem from a global and parametric standpoint. In this work, we investigate how the spatial distributions
of physical quantities known to be important in the magnetic process might constrain the location of global X-lines at the
magnetopause. We use in-situ measurements from four missions (Cluster, Doublestar, THEMIS, MMS), automatically selected
using statistical learning, to reconstruct the global distribution of the magnetic shear angle, current density, and asymmetric
reconnection rate at the dayside magnetopause. The comparison of the magnetic shear maps from in-situ measurements with
those obtained with magnetic field models reveals important spatial discrepancies for a certain range of IMF cone angles
(12.5°±2.5°[?]|Өco|[?]45°±5°), but also a difference in the behavior of the lines maximizing this quantity with respect to the IMF

clock angle. The parametric study of the effect of the IMF and the dipole tilt orientation shows that the IMF cone angle creates

strong asymmetries in the distribution of the above-mentioned quantities and changes their dependence on the IMF clock and

the dipole tilt angles. Finally, we show that the X-line constructed by maximizing a given quantity gives local orientations of

magnetic reconnection that are inconsistent with the predictions suggested by local simulation studies.
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Abstract20

Magnetic reconnection is the main driver of the magnetospheric activity. When it oc-21

curs at the magnetopause, it couples the magnetosphere with the interplanetary medium,22

enabling transport from the solar wind into the otherwise confined cavity. The efficiency23

of this coupling critically depends on the location on the magnetopause where reconnec-24

tion takes places. Several models have been proposed regarding where the reconnection25

could locate but on the one hand, none is always supported by global simulations, an26

on the other hand, observations from in-situ measurements have remained too scarce to27

approach the problem in detail from a global and parametric standpoint. In this work,28

we investigate how the spatial distributions of physical quantities known to be impor-29

tant in the magnetic process might constrain the location of global X-lines at the mag-30

netopause. We use in-situ measurements from four missions (Cluster, Doublestar, THEMIS,31

MMS), automatically selected using statistical learning, to reconstruct the global dis-32

tribution of the magnetic shear angle, current density, and asymmetric reconnection rate33

at the dayside magnetopause. The comparison of the magnetic shear maps from in-situ34

measurements with those obtained with magnetic field models reveals important spa-35

tial discrepancies for a certain range of IMF cone angles (12.5°±2.5°≤ |θco| ≤45°±5°),36

but also a difference in the behavior of the lines maximizing this quantity with respect37

to the IMF clock angle. The parametric study of the effect of the IMF orientation and38

the dipole tilt angle shows that the IMF cone angle creates strong asymmetries in the39

distribution of the above-mentioned quantities and changes their dependence on the IMF40

clock and the dipole tilt angles. Finally, we show that the X-line constructed by max-41

imizing a given quantity gives local orientations of magnetic reconnection that are in-42

consistent with the predictions suggested by local simulation studies.43

1 Introduction44

Magnetic reconnection is the primary driver of the magnetospheric activity (Baumjohann45

& et al., 2012; Cassak & Fuselier, 2016). On the magnetopause, observational evidences46

indicate it could occur along an extended line (Phan et al., 2000, 2001, 2006; Dunlop et47

al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2017; Walsh et al., 2017). Such a long X-line has also been seen48

in global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations (Komar et al., 2015; Glocer et al.,49

2016; Souza et al., 2017; Eggington et al., 2020). However, its precise location on the mag-50

netopause, as a function of solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) condi-51

tions remains a challenging open question. Determining that location is crucial, as the52

efficiency of reconnection strongly depends on the local properties of the plasma and the53

magnetic field (Axford, 1969; Vasyliunas, 1975; Cassak & Shay, 2007; Borovsky et al.,54

2008; Borovsky & Birn, 2014), which significantly vary along the magnetopause surface55

(Dimmock & Nykyri, 2013; Dimmock et al., 2014, 2016; Zhang et al., 2019). Historically,56

the X-line was considered to locate only in regions separating anti-parallel magnetic fields57

(Dungey, 1961; Crooker, 1979; Luhmann et al., 1984). Numerous observations (e.g. (Daly58

et al., 1984; Scurry et al., 1994; Pu et al., 2005)) of reconnection signatures consistent59

with the merging of only components of the field, however, later favored the alternative60

idea of possible non-coplanar merging (Sonnerup, 1974; Gonzalez & Mozer, 1974; Hill,61

1975; Cowley & Owen, 1989; Cooling et al., 2001; Moore et al., 2002). The reconnection62

of non-coplanar magnetic fields, however, vastly complicates the problem of locating the63

X-line, enabling it to explore much wider range of conditions and locations on the mag-64

netopause surface. Several studies have then be dedicated to finding physical effects and65

observational evidences that would help narrowing down the possible regions where X-66

lines could be found on the magnetopause.67

Observations and analysis of low-speed cutoff in cusp ion distributions (Onsager68

et al., 1991), and later of ion flow reversals (Trattner et al., 2017, 2021), were found to69

correlate well with regions on the magnetopause were analytical models predict a large70

magnetic shear. This led to the empirical proposition that, given a global map of the mag-71
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netic shear for some IMF orientation and dipole tilt angle, the X-line is a global line travers-72

ing regions maximizing the shear angle. More specifically, the so-called Maximum Mag-73

netic Shear model, predicts that, for strongly southward IMF (155◦ < θcl ≡ tan−1(By/Bz) <74

205◦ with θcl ∈ [0, 2π]) or for a dominant Bx component (Bx/∥B∥ > 0.7), the X-line75

would be localized in anti-parallel regions. For other conditions, the X-line would mostly76

traverse the dayside magnetopause where the shear is maximum to join anti-parallel re-77

gions in the flanks (Trattner et al., 2016, 2021).78

The maximum shear model has difficulties explaining reconnection signatures ob-79

served at times where the IMF shows a dominant Bx component (typically when the IMF80

cone angle θco = tan−1
(√

B2
y +B2

z/Bx

)
is less than 45°) (Trattner et al., 2021). A pos-81

sible explanation for these difficulties stands in the inacurate draping predicted by the82

Kobel & Fluckiger current-free magnetostatic model (Kobel & Fluckiger, 1994), here-83

after noted as KF94, at the root of the shear maps used to compute the X-line location84

(Trattner et al., 2012a, 2021). Recent work by Michotte de Welle et al. 2022 (Michotte85

de Welle et al., 2022) revealed that the 3D magnetic draping reconstructed from in-situ86

measurements indeed significantly differs from the magnetostatic predictions for condi-87

tions where the IMF cone angle |θco| is comprised between 12.5◦±2.5◦ and 45.0◦±5◦,88

owing to the important role of the plasma flow in the magnetosheath.89

Besides observational evidences at the root of the model, maximizing the magnetic90

shear also makes sense from a theoretical perspective if considering reconnection lies in91

regions that are the most favorable for either its onset or fast reconnection rates, and92

if maximum magnetic shear regions are seen as a good proxy of these locations. How-93

ever, both the onset via the tearing instability (Drake & Lee, 1977; Daughton & Karimabadi,94

2005), and fast reconnection rates in the nonlinear regime, more fundamentally depend95

on other quantities such as the current (Alexeev et al., 1998) and plasma densities and96

the magnetic field amplitude jump across the magnetopause (Reconnection of Magnetic97

Fields: Magnetohydrodynamics and Collisionless Theory and Observations, 2007). These98

parameters, despite their obvious correlation with the magnetic shear, have, a priori, no99

reason to be distributed along the magnetopause surface exactly the same way. In other100

words, regions maximizing the magnetic shear may not be those where the current den-101

sity or the reconnection rate are the most favorable for either the onset or a fast recon-102

nection rate. Realistic spatial distributions of these more fundamental quantities are, how-103

ever, more difficult to obtain than that of the magnetic shear. Today, such global dis-104

tributions are obtained from global MHD simulations. A study based on global MHD105

simulations (Komar et al., 2015) have shown that the self consistent topological sepa-106

rator along which reconnection occurs often correlates well with the maximization of the107

current density, the magnetic shear or reconnection rate (Borovsky, 2013) and outflow108

speed scaling laws (Swisdak & Drake, 2007). However, the IMF and dipole configura-109

tions that were used did not result in significant differences among the various theoret-110

ical predictions. Results also showed cases, such as for northward IMF with an impor-111

tant dipole tilt angle, where none of the lines maximizing the above quantities were con-112

sistent with the topological separator obtained in the simulation. Finding conditions where113

the maximization of the above quantities leads to well-differentiated predictions will re-114

quire computationally heavy parametric studies, with a deeper exploration of the role115

of the IMF cone angle and the tilt of the geomagnetic dipole, which are still poorly un-116

derstood despite their likely importance.117

It is important to note that above ideas, consisting in the construction of an X-line118

on the magnetopause surface from the maximization of a specific quantity, given its spa-119

tial distribution on the magnetopause, de facto also imposes the local orientation of that120

X-line with respect to the magnetic field on each side of the boundary at that location.121

In this paradigm, that we shall identify as the global approach to the localization prob-122

lem, the local orientation of an X-line, can thus only be determined with the knowledge123

of the global state of the magnetopause. Interestingly, however, simulations of isolated124
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asymmetric current sheets separating magnetic field sheared by some arbitrary but uni-125

form angle (Swisdak et al., 2003; Hesse et al., 2013; Y.-H. Liu et al., 2015; Aunai et al.,126

2016; Y.-H. Liu et al., 2018), still end up with an X-line aligned with a specific orien-127

tation, which, in this case, can only result from local physics, which is, moreover, often128

neglected in global MHD models. The mechanisms imagined to constrain the local ori-129

entation of an X-line in this approach incidentally also follow the idea consisting in max-130

imizing the efficiency of the process. Several effects have been considered, which are not131

mutually exclusive, such as the diamagnetic drift of the X-line (Swisdak et al., 2003),132

the importance of the ”magnetic energy” available in the reconnecting components (Hesse133

et al., 2013), the preferred orientation of tearing modes (Y.-H. Liu et al., 2015, 2018),134

or maximizing the outflow velocity (Swisdak & Drake, 2007). These studies can be gath-135

ered into what we shall call the local approach to the localization problem, for which a136

global line would result from following local orientations determined by such local effects.137

This local approach has already been considered in a previous work (Moore et al., 2002)138

where a global line results from following the local bisector of analytical models of the139

magnetic field in the magnetosheath and magnetosphere. Interestingly, the orientation140

of the bisection, followed somewhat arbitrarily in the aforementioned study, has later been141

found in several self consistent 2D and 3D full and hybrid PIC simulations as the one142

favoring the fastest rate of all orientations (Hesse et al., 2013; Y.-H. Liu et al., 2015; Au-143

nai et al., 2016; Y.-H. Liu et al., 2018).144

Whether it concerns the local or the global approach, the spatial distribution of145

key quantities on the magnetopause usually emanates from analytical or numerical mod-146

els and remains largely unknown from an observational standpoint. The recent recon-147

struction of the magnetic field draping throughout the global magnetosheath (Michotte148

de Welle et al., 2022), and in particular adjacent to the magnetopause, from large sta-149

tistical analysis of multi-mission data, has opened up an opportunity for investigating150

the detailed spatial distributions of these quantities and their dependence on the IMF151

orientation and dipole tilt angle. This study therefore aims to revisit the problem of lo-152

calizing the reconnection X-line on the magnetopause, this time from in-situ measure-153

ments only, following this large-scale, multi-mission statistical analysis methodology.154

The second section of this paper presents the data that has been used and explains155

the different steps in the statistical processing of the data. We then start by investigat-156

ing to what extent magnetic shear maps obtained from magnetic field models, often used157

today to predict the location of X-lines, resemble those reconstructed from in-situ mea-158

surements. Section 3 establishes this comparison, for typical large, intermediate and low159

IMF cone angle conditions. To go beyond the sole usage of the magnetic shear, section160

4 presents magnetopause maps of the current density and of what we call the potential161

reconnection rate, i.e. the rate at which reconnection would locally proceed if it was oc-162

curring there, based on the evaluation of an MHD scaling law (Cassak & Shay, 2007).163

These quantities are chosen for their very basic and general role in magnetic reconnec-164

tion, and because they have been among the most discussed so far in the aforementioned165

literature. Other quantities, such as the density of cold and heavy ions populations(Toledo-166

Redondo et al., 2021), the plasma beta (Swisdak et al., 2003; Phan et al., 2013), the so-167

lar wind Mach number, etc. are also known to impact dayside reconnection. Taking them168

into account, however, shall come in a more refined version of this work at later times169

not to complicate the already many outcomes of this study. A possible way to include170

these effects while keeping the same driving idea, would be to include their impact in171

the reconnection rate estimate. These global maps are then analyzed for various IMF172

orientations and dipole tilt angles. In each of these configurations, we compute and show173

the X-line that maximizes the distribution of the magnetic shear, the current density and174

potential reconnection rate, following the global approach. We discuss how the produced175

X-lines vary across the various quantities, and also how they evolve with the changing176

of the IMF orientation and dipole tilt. Lastly, section 5 examines to what extent follow-177
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ing the local approach results in different X-lines than the global approach. The results178

are then summarized and discussed in section 6.179

2 Method180

This study is based on the reconstruction of the spatial distribution of the mag-181

netic shear, the current density and potential reconnection rate on the magnetopause sur-182

face from in-situ spacecraft measurements, as a function of the IMF orientation and dipole183

tilt angle, from which candidate X-lines are computed following the aforementioned global184

and local approaches. Spacecraft measurements take the form of multivariate time se-185

ries of physical quantities measured at the position of the spacecraft along their orbit.186

These time series can be seen as one-dimensional cuts within a three-dimensional inho-187

mogeneous and unsteady system, thereby mixing temporal and spatial variations. The188

global spatial distribution of any quantity on the magnetopause is thus not readily ac-189

cessible from such measurements. Our strategy, to reconstruct a global spatial distribu-190

tion from these data follows the ergodic principle as previously done in Michotte de Welle191

et al. 2022 (Michotte de Welle et al., 2022). Namely, the sampling of a system at ran-192

dom positions and times, in a given configuration, can be seen as an average global rep-193

resentation of the system in that configuration. In our case, we assume that the numer-194

ous crossings of the magnetopause and its adjacent regions, by various spacecraft over195

time, and at multiple locations, within a certain proximity of a given IMF orientation196

and dipole tilt angle, can be used together to reconstruct the global state of the mag-197

netopause for this IMF and dipole conditions. This is made possible by using as much198

data as possible and some data processing which this section aims at explaining.199

2.1 Data usage200

The ergodic strategy we follow requires as much data as possible measured on both201

sides of the magnetopause and for each of the IMF and dipole tilt angle conditions we202

aim at building a map for. We choose to work with the data from four missions, namely203

Cluster, Double Star, THEMIS and Magnetospheric MultiScale (MMS). These missions204

have been delivering data consistently for a large time period, on both equatorial and205

polar orbits, with relatively few caveats thus enabling their automatic handling. Data206

is used from the earliest available measurements of each mission up to 2021, time at which207

this work begins. For this study, we need magnetic field measurements and the ion par-208

ticle density, to compute the magnetic shear angle, current density and reconnection rate209

scaling law. These data are basic data products available on all missions. The magnetic210

field is obtained from flux gate magnetometers on each spacecraft (Balogh et al., 2001;211

Carr et al., 2005; Auster et al., 2008; Russell et al., 2016). Particle density from Clus-212

ter 1 and 3 and Double Star is taken from Hot Ion Analyzer (HIA) when in magnetosheath213

or magnetospheric modes exclusively. On THEMIS, the ion particle density is taken from214

the Electrostatic Analyzer (ESA) (McFadden et al., 2008) in reduced fast survey mode,215

with on board moments (MOM) used to fill in missing ESA data. On MMS, the ion par-216

ticle density is obtained from Fast Plasma Investigation (FPI) instrument (Pollock et217

al., 2016) in fast survey mode from the MMS 1 probe only. Particle densities and mag-218

netic field measurements from all missions are resampled at 5 seconds resolutions on the219

same timestamps. We also use OMNI (King & Papitashvili, 2005) data, namely the mag-220

netic field, plasma bulk velocity, ion particle density, ion temperature, dynamic pressure,221

plasma beta, Mach number, and the position of the bow shock subsolar point at 1 minute222

resolution from 2000 to 2021 and resample them at the same cadence as previous data.223

Table 1 summarizes the missions and data usage.224
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Mission Probe Period Instruments

Cluster
C1 2001-2019 Cluster Ion Spectrometry (CIS) (Rème et al., 2001)
C3 2001-2009 Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) (Balogh et al., 2001)

DoubleStar
TC1 2004-2007 Hot Ion Analyzer (HIA) (Rème et al., 2005)

Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) (Carr et al., 2005)

Themis
A, D, E 2007-2021 Electrostatic Analyzers (ESA) (McFadden et al., 2008)
B, C 2007-2009 Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) (Auster et al., 2008)

Magnetospheric
Multiscale

MMS1 2015-2021 Plasma Investigation (FPI) (Pollock et al., 2016)
Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) (Russell et al., 2016)

OMNI N/A 2001-2021

Table 1. Source of the in-situ data.

2.2 Extraction of the magnetosheath and magnetosphere measurements225

The first step of this study consists in automatically selecting, per spacecraft, time226

intervals during which measurements were made in the dayside magnetosheath, or in the227

dayside magnetosphere, in two distinct subsets. From the equator to higher latitudes,228

and from the quasi-parallel to the quasi-perpendicular regions, the magnetosheath is spa-229

tially quite inhomogeneous. Moreoever, its states strongly depends on solar wind and230

IMF conditions (Dimmock et al., 2020). Using a set of empirically fixed thresholds on231

specific quantities to extract data measured in the magnetosheath is thus not optimal.232

Such classification task is, however, routinely and well performed by machine learning233

algorithms, which can easily draw complex boundaries in high dimensional parameter234

spaces. Recent works have, incidentally, shown that machine learning classification meth-235

ods (Breuillard et al., 2020; Olshevsky et al., 2021; Nguyen et al., 2022a) can achieve ex-236

cellent performance at discriminating spacecraft data based on the region they were mea-237

sured in. Here, we use a gradient boosting classifier originally trained and used in Nguyen238

et al. 2022 (Nguyen et al., 2022a) and more recently in Michotte de Welle et al. 2022239

(Michotte de Welle et al., 2022) to extract and discriminate data measured in the day-240

side magnetosheath and dayside magnetosphere. This algorithm has been trained to per-241

form a point-wise classification of the data (ion density and bulk velocity, and magnetic242

field components) measured in the near-Earth environment according to whether they243

were measured in the magnetosphere, solar wind, or (if none of the above) in the mag-244

netosheath. Using this method, we obtain about 50 and 84 millions 5-second resolution245

timestamps associated with data measured in the magnetosheath and magnetosphere,246

respectively, across all considered spacecraft. Figure 1 represents the distribution of the247

selected measurements for the magnetosheath and magnetosphere subsets in various cuts.248

2.3 Pairing measurements with upstream solar wind properties249

As previously mentioned, the state of the magnetosheath strongly depends on up-250

stream solar wind and IMF conditions. At various steps of our data processing, and above251

all, in order to make a map for a specific IMF orientation, it is important to pair each252

measurement in the magnetosheath, to solar wind and IMF properties (magnetic field,253

density, temperature, velocity, dynamic pressure, Mach number, plasma beta) from the254

OMNI dataset (King & Papitashvili, 2005) measured at a previous time.255

Solar wind properties are selected at a time shifted from the measurement time to256

account for the propagation up to the spacecraft. The time shift is estimated by using257
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Figure 1. Distributions of selected measurements in the magnetosphere (upper panels) and

the magnetosheath (lower panels) are presented with color-coding indicating the number of

points per bin. The left panel displays the (XGSM -YGSM ) plane with data points located within

|ZGSM | ≤ 1Re. The middle panel shows the (XGSM -ZGSM ) plane with data points located

within |ZGSM | ≤ 1Re. The right panel shows all data points in the (YGSM -ZGSM ) plane. The

magnetopause and bow shock are represented by dashed and dash-dotted black lines, respectively.

a propagation method adapted from Safrankova et al. 2002 (Safránková et al., 2002). We258

first estimate the distance, along the Earth-Sun line, between the nose of the bow shock259

(at which OMNI data is defined) and the spacecraft position. The propagation time be-260

tween these positions is then estimated based on an average solar wind speed. The so-261

lar wind velocity is taken from OMNI data as the average over a 5 minutes window cen-262

tered around the measurement time to which is substracted the computed time shift. A263

new time shift is then estimated based on that new solar wind speed, and then used, as264

previously, to obtain final values of solar wind and IMF parameters. Further iterations265

could be made but represent a significant overhead in the execution of the overall pipeline,266

since this procedure is required for each of the 50 millions magnetosheath data points.267

The consistency of the results we obtain justify, a posteriori, this is enough, but other268

applications may require a more detailed selection. Measurements for which no OMNI269

data exist are discarded from the dataset and we obtain after the pairing process, a to-270

tal of 46 and 75 million points of magnetosheath and magnetosphere measurements, re-271

spectively.272

2.4 Repositioning of measurements relative to the magnetopause and273

bow shock274

In order to reconstruct magnetopause maps, we need to use only those measure-275

ments that were made close-by the magnetopause. This is not trivial, for two main rea-276

sons. First, due to the rapid motion of the magnetopause, two measurements made at277

the same time interval from their closest magnetopause crossing have not necessarily been278

made at the same distance from it. Then, two points in the dataset with the same ab-279

solute position, may very well be at vastly different distances from the magnetopause ow-280

ing to the possibly very different solar wind and IMF conditions at the time they were281

measured. Keeping measurements where they are, as they appear on Fig. 1, would blur282
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Figure 2. Distributions of magnetosphere (upper panels) and magnetosheath (lower panels)

data point positions after re-normalization, presented through color-coded bins indicating the

number of points per bin. Format is the same as Fig. 1.

the spatial variations by mixing, locally, values that should rather be located at differ-283

ent positions. Measurements thus need to be re-positioned at their ”true” location rel-284

ative to the system boundaries.285

We therefore estimate, for each magnetosheath measurement, its relative radial dis-286

tance to the magnetopause and bow shock, at the time at which it was performed. These287

relative radial distances are then used to re-position each measurement radially in be-288

tween a standardized set of boundaries (Jeĺınek et al., 2012; Shue et al., 1998), keeping289

the same angular position. Knowing where the boundaries are at each time is impossi-290

ble and must thus be somehow estimated. Here, the radial distance of the boundaries291

along the angular position of the spacecraft at time t is estimated from boundary mod-292

els parametrized by IMF and solar wind properties previously obtained in the pairing293

procedure.294

We have used gradient boosting regression models of the boundary radial positions295

from Michotte de Welle et al. 2022 (Michotte de Welle et al., 2022). These models have296

been trained to predict the radial position of the boundaries from thousands of cross-297

ings paired with IMF and solar wind conditions. These regression models result in smaller298

errors than analytical boundary models available in the literature, in particular close to299

the magnetopause with a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of 0.78 ± 0.03 Re for the300

magnetopause model and of 0.96±0.06 Re for the bow shock model. A similar proce-301

dure is followed for magnetosphere measurements, which are radially re-positioned be-302

tween 0Re and the predicted radial position of the magnetopause at their timestamp.303

Only the magnetosphere measurements falling closer than 5Re from the magnetopause304

are kept. Due to remaining inaccuracies in the boundary models, or possible mis-classification305

between near-Earth regions, some measurements classified as magnetosheath are found306

outside their predicted couple of boundaries and are thus discarded from the final sub-307

sets. After re-positioning, we obtain 44 and 54 million measurements in the magnetosheath308

and magnetosphere, respectively.309

Figure 2 shows the magnetosphere and magnetosheath subsets once re-positioned310

between the standard boundaries.311
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2.5 Pseudo-GSM coordinate system312

In theory, the GSM coordinate system is the most adapted for representing the maps313

we aim at producing. In practice, however, it is not convenient. Magnetopause crossings314

all together are spatially biased due to the specific spacecraft orbits. Even in large amounts,315

they do not result in a good spatial coverage of the whole dayside magnetopause in the316

GSM system as can be seen in figures 1 and 2. The situation becomes even worse when317

selecting only those for which their associated IMF and dipole conditions are nearby a318

specific configuration.319

We therefore need to introduce various assumptions of symmetries of the system,320

to obtain a good spatial coverage. These symmetries, which are of different nature for321

the magnetosheath and magnetosphere data, are at the root of what we call here the pseudo-322

GSM (PSGM) coordinate system.323

Regarding the magnetosphere, first, we assume the system is symmetric with re-324

spect to reversal of the dipole tilt angle. The number of points is thus doubled by du-325

plicating each measurement i at position (XGSM , YGSM , ZGSM ) with a magnetic field326

(BxGSM , ByGSM , BzGSM ), for a dipole tilt angle ΨGSM at a new position (XGSM ,−YGSM ,−ZGSM )327

with a magnetic field (−BxGSM , ByGSM , BzGSM ) and a dipole tilt −ΨGSM .328

Then, regarding magnetosheath measurements, we assume the draping pattern only329

depends on the absolute value of the IMF cone angle. Said differently, we assume the330

draping geometry obtained when the IMF clock angle is, say, 90◦ is the same as the one331

obtained when it is due north 0° but only rotated by 90◦. Another way to see it is that332

we consider that the IMF only drapes and slips around an axisymmetric magnetopause.333

Processes such as magnetic reconnection, which notably depend on the IMF clock an-334

gle, could, to some extent, break the symmetry, but are of negligible importance as a first335

approximation. This assumption was used successfully to reconstruct the magnetic drap-336

ing pattern in Michotte de Welle et al. 2022 (Michotte de Welle et al., 2022).337

In practice, as is represented in Fig. 3, magnetosheath measurements are first trans-338

formed from the GSM coordinate system into the Solar Wind Interplanetary (SWI) mag-339

netic field coordinate system (Zhang et al., 2019). This coordinate system allows each340

point to fall in the ”right” sector of a unique magnetosheath frame (i.e. quasi-parallel341

or quasi-perpendicular sides) with respect to its causal IMF. It is such that the XSWI axis342

is anti-parallel to the solar wind velocity vector (Vsw) and YSWI is along the direction343

of the IMF (Bimf ) component orthogonal to the XSWI axis with Bximf always positive.344

Equations (??) give the unit vectors of the SWI basis for each magnetosheath measure-345

ments.346


X̂SWI = −Vsw/∥Vsw∥
ŶSWI = ẐSWI × X̂SWI

ẐSWI =
(
X̂SWI × Bximf

|Bximf |Bimf

)
/∥X̂SWI × Bximf

|Bximf |Bimf∥
(1)

An immediate advantage of using this system and symmetry is that, two distinct347

measurements such as the red and green points on panels A and B of Fig. 3, contribut-348

ing, at their location in GSM, to draping patterns associated with IMF clock angle 45◦349

and −45◦, respectively, will both contribute to the same draping pattern shown on panel350

C, thereby vastly improving the spatial coverage.351

The number of measurements for absolute values of the IMF cone angle decreases352

sharply below 45° (Michotte de Welle et al., 2022). Therefore, we also assume the drap-353

ing is symmetric with respect to the YSWI axis, and each magnetosheath measurement354

is duplicated with ZSWI → −ZSWI and BzSWI → −BzSWI . Magnetosheath data pro-355

jected in this symmetric SWI coordinate system cannot yet be used with magnetosphere356
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the transformation from the GSM to the PGSM coor-

dinate system. The black circles correspond to the intersection of the magnetopause surface with

the Y Z plane at X = 0. The solid black bent arrows represent the draped magnetic field. Dark

red and light green points represent two distinct measurements, made for IMF clock angles 45◦

and −45◦ Panel A and B show the red and green points in the GSM coordinate system. Panel

C represents the draped magnetic field in the SWI coordinate system. Panel D represents the

draping in the PGSM system for an IMF clock angle of 120◦
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Figure 4. Distributions of magnetosphere (upper panels) and magnetosheath (lower panels)

data point positions in the PGSM coordinate system, presented through color-coded bins indicat-

ing the number of points per bin. Format is the same as Fig. 1.

data to reconstruct magnetopause maps since in SWI, the draping pattern always looks357

as if in GSM, the IMF clock angle always was 90◦, as represented on panel C of Fig. 3.358

To reconstruct a global distribution of a quantity for a specific IMF cone and clock an-359

gles, as if in GSM coordinates, a subset of the magnetosheath measurements within a360

specific range of IMF cone angles can be selected and then rotated around the X axis361

by an angle of ∆θcl = θcl − π/2, where θcl is the desired IMF clock angle in radians.362

This transformation is represented as the transition from panel C to panel D of Fig. 3,363

where the draping is rotated to correspond to that of an IMF clock angle of 120◦. The364

equations 2 and 3 provide the details for this rotation for the measurements’ position365

and the magnetic field, respectively. It is performed with taking into account the sign366

(i.e. ±) of the desired Bximf
component, positive for Bximf

> 0 and negative for Bximf
<367

0.368

After these transformations, magnetosphere and magnetosheath subsets can be used369

together in this PSGM coordinates, as if obtained in the GSM system. Data in this fi-370

nal form is represented in the various panels of Fig. 4.371

XMSH


XPGSM = XSWI

YPGSM =
√
Y 2

SWI + Z2
SWI sin(tan

−1(±YSWI/ZSWI) + ∆θcl)

ZPGSM =
√
Y 2

SWI + Z2
SWI cos(tan

−1(±YSWI/ZSWI) + ∆θcl)

with tan−1

(
±YSWI

ZSWI

)
∈ [−π, π]

(2)

BMSH


BxPGSM

= ±BxSWI

ByPGSM
=

√
B2

ySWI
+B2

zSWI
sin(tan−1(BySWI

/(±BzSWI
)) + ∆θcl)

BzPGSM
=

√
B2

ySWI
+B2

zSWI
cos(tan−1(BySWI

/(±BzSWI
)) + ∆θcl)

with tan−1

(
BySWI

±BzSWI

)
∈ [−π, π]

(3)
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2.6 Global distributions at the magnetopause using in-situ measurements372

The construction of a map for a specific IMF orientation and dipole tilt angle first373

consists in putting magnetosphere and magnetosheath data into the PGSM coordinate374

associated with these angles. Then, we select the subset of magnetosheath (resp. mag-375

netosphere) data for which the IMF cone angle (resp. the dipole tilt angle) is at most376

5◦ (resp 2.5°) away from the desired angle. At this point, we have a randomly scattered377

distribution of in-situ measurements in PGSM coordinates, from which we desire to draw378

a global and continuous spatial representation of a quantity at the magnetopause. This379

is done by using a K-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) algorithm (Pedregosa et al., 2011), which380

computes the distance-weighted average of the K closest measurements to nodes of a meshed381

magnetopause smooth surface model (Shue et al., 1998) parameterized with average so-382

lar wind and IMF conditions (i.e. dynamic pressure of 2nPa and Bzimf
= 0 nT). The383

value of K is typically chosen between 7500 and 10,000, depending on the size of the se-384

lected subset of data considered.385

It is important to note that the maps we construct represent the variations of a given386

quantity on the magnetopause, as imposed by the magnetosheath and magnetosphere387

properties, excluding its local variations due to internal magnetopause processes. In a388

similar spirit as the magnetic shear angle maps often used to predict X-lines (Trattner389

et al., 2021), the current density we aim at mapping, is the one expected on the mag-390

netopause from the draped and piled up IMF on one side, and the dipolar magnetospheric391

field on the other. We do not aim at producing a map of the measured current density392

resulting from processes internal to the magnetopause itself. The following paragraphs393

explain how we compute the magnetic shear angle, the current density and the poten-394

tial reconnection rate on this mesh, using magnetosheath and magnetosphere quantities395

in the PGSM coordinate system.396

2.6.1 Magnetic shear angle spatial distribution397

The magnetic shear angle is determined by using the global distributions of the mag-398

netic fields on both sides of the magnetopause. The kNN algorithm is used with data399

subsets selected based on a range of dipole tilt and IMF cone angles for the magneto-400

sphere and the magnetosheath, respectively. Each magnetic field measurement, in the401

magnetosheath and magnetosphere, has a small component normal to the magnetopause402

surface used in our maps. Such a small normal component may be due to magnetic re-403

connection. But more probably, it arises from the local inconsistency between the smooth404

magnetopause surface we use for representation purposes, and the real magnetopause405

close to which measurements were made. For consistency with previous work, and be-406

cause we aim at understanding how pristine magnetosheath and magnetosphere config-407

urations could constrain reconnection at the magnetopause, we assume that the mag-408

netic fields are tangential to the magnetopause surface. We thus remove from the mag-409

netic field vectors obtained at each node of the meshed boundary surface, the small com-410

ponent locally normal to the surface. Finally, computing the line that maximizes the shear411

angle requires a smooth spatial distribution, so a gaussian filter with a standard devi-412

ation of about 2 Re is applied to both magnetic fields (BMSP and BMSH) before calcu-413

lating the magnetic shear angle with equation 4.414

α = cos−1

(
BMSP ·BMSH

∥BMSP∥∥BMSH∥

)
(4)

2.6.2 Current density spatial distribution415

The global distribution of the current density J is calculated using the Ampere equa-416

tion (eq. 5) and the magnetic fields at the magnetopause determined in the section 2.6.1.417

The calculation is done in a basis with one unit vector, N̂, along the local normal to the418
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magnetopause surface, and the other two unit vectors, L̂ and M̂, chosen such that the419

first one is along the magnetospheric magnetic field and the second completes the ba-420

sis. Contrary to the shear angle, computing the current density requires making an as-421

sumption about the thickness of the magnetopause (dmp) The current density we com-422

pute here is the one associated with the large scale variation of the magnetic field across423

the magnetopause from the draped IMF to the dipolar magnetospheric field. The mag-424

netopause often has an internal structure composed of several thinner sub layers that425

we do not take into account here. Observations also indicate that the magnetopause is426

thinner in the subsolar region (∼ 700 km) than it is in the flanks (∼ 900 km) (Haaland427

et al., 2020). This weak large scale variation of the magnetopause thickness will act to428

increase the current density in the dayside region. While interesting, we consider this429

effect to be of second order importance compared to the variation of the current induced430

by the tangential variation of the shear angle and magnetic jump and adding a model431

of the thickness variation would probably add more uncertainty to the outcome of the432

study than new findings. We thus use an average and uniform value of dmp = 800 km433

as a compromise between above values. Each magnetic field measurement on the mag-434

netosheath side is normalized by the amplitude of the IMF magnetic field to which it is435

paired. Then, the dimensionless magnetic field predicted by the kNN is multiplied by436

5 nT, which close to the average IMF amplitude. Current density maps are thus obtained437

in nA/m2.438

J =
∇×B

µ0
= JlL̂+JmM̂ with

{
L̂ = BMSP/∥BMSP∥
M̂ = N̂× L̂

and

{
Jl ≈ −(BmMSH

−BmMSP
)

dmpµ0

Jm ≈ BlMSH
−BlMSP

dmpµ0

(5)

2.6.3 Reconnection rate spatial distribution439

The potential reconnection rate (Eq. 6) is determined using the Cassak-Shay for-440

mula ((Cassak & Shay, 2007)) for asymmetric upstream conditions. Additionally to the441

magnetic fields, it requires the global distribution of the particles density (ρMSP and ρMSH)442

on both side of the magnetopause. These densities are obtained using kNNs on each node443

of the meshed magnetopause and then smoothed with a gaussian filter (see section 2.6.1).444

The Cassak-Shay scaling law was developed for anti-parallel magnetic fields. However,445

in general, the magnetic fields at the magnetopause are not coplanar. Therefore, the re-446

connecting components must be determined to compute the reconnection rate. In this447

study, they are determined so that the Cassak-Shay formula is maximized, i.e. for an an-448

gle ξ between the X-line and the magnetospheric magnetic field such that the reconnec-449

tion rate satisfies ∂R/∂ξ = 0 (Komar et al., 2015). In equation 6, the aspect ratio δ/∆450

is taken equal to 0.1 (Y.-H. Liu et al., 2017), α is the magnetic shear angle (Eq 4) used451

with the angle ξ to determine the reconnected components of the magnetic fields on each452

side of the magnetopause.453

R =
2δ

∆

(∥BMSP∥ sin(ξ)∥BMSH∥ sin(α− ξ))
3/2√

µ0(∥BMSP∥ sin(ξ) + ∥BMSH∥ sin(α− ξ))(ρMSH∥BMSP∥ sin(ξ) + ρMSP∥BMSH∥ sin(α− ξ))
(6)

2.7 Modeled magnetic shear spatial distribution454

Magnetic shear maps are also computed with modeled magnetic fields. In this case,455

the magnetic field on the magnetosphere side of the magnetopause is calculated by com-456

bining the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) and the Tsyganenko &457

Stern 1996 (Tsyganenko & Stern, 1996) models, hereafter noted as T96. This model pre-458

dicts the presence in the dayside of open magnetic field lines, resulting in a magnetic field459
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non-tangential to the magnetopause and therefore in a magnetic shear out of the bound-460

ary plane. To ensure that magnetic field lines are closed, the IMF By and Bz compo-461

nents required in the T96 model are set to zero. The magnetopause location is defined462

by the Sibeck et al. model (S91) (Sibeck et al., 1991) in the T96 model. Therefore, in463

order to determine the magnetospheric magnetic field at the magnetopause, the T96 model464

is used on a meshed surface obtained with the S91 model.465

Regarding the magnetosheath side of the magnetopause, the draped magnetic field466

is obtained using the KF94. It is defined by a magnetic potential valid between parabolic467

and confocal boundaries obtained with equation 7 (Romashets & Vandas, 2019), with468

θ the elevation angle relative to the X axis, x0 and x1 correspond to the standoff distances469

of the magnetopause and shock respectively. These standoff distances are obtained us-470

ing the S91 magnetopause and the Jelinek et al. ((Jeĺınek et al., 2012)) bow shock mod-471

els.472

sin2(θ)R2
mp,bs + 4(x0,1 − x0/2) cos(θ)Rmp,bs − 4(x0,1 − x0/2)x0,1 = 0 (7)

The parabolic approximation of the magnetopause model creates a slightly differ-473

ent shape than that used for the magnetospheric magnetic field. To align the fields on474

both sides of the magnetopause, the magnetosheath magnetic field is estimated where475

the normal to the S91 surface intersects its parabolic approximation.476

2.8 Computing X-lines from local maxima477

In this section, we explain how we compute the position of an X-line following the478

global approach, i.e. by finding the line that maximizes the considered quantity given479

its spatial distribution on the magnetopause. In all cases, since this study focuses on day-480

side reconnection, we decide not to draw lines when the IMF is oriented too northward481

(clock angles below 25°).482

2.8.1 Maximum magnetic shear lines483

The component reconnection part of the Maximum Magnetic Shear Line (MSL)484

is obtained by integrating the magnetic shear gradient from the saddle point between485

the two anti-parallel branches. Following the gradient from the saddle point between two486

maxima allows to obtain the shortest line that maximizes a quantity. A saddle point is487

an extremum point that can be identified by the presence of eigenvalues of the Hessian488

matrix with opposite signs, indicating opposite signs of curvatures. At the saddle point,489

where the gradient is zero, the initial step of the integration follows the eigenvector cor-490

responding to the largest eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix which gives the direction of491

the local maximum curvature. The next integrating steps follow the magnetic shear gra-492

dient until the component reconnection part of the MSL reaches the anti-parallel regions,493

where the integration stops since the gradient there is zero. The anti-parallel branches494

are obtained using a local maxima detection algorithm (van der Walt et al., 2014) to find495

the points along anti-parallel magnetic shear regions. These points are interpolated into496

the two anti-parallel branches, which are then added to the component reconnection part497

of the MSL. The distribution of the shear angle for IMF clock angle of 0° and 180°, are498

such that no MSL can be constructed in the dayside region.499

2.8.2 Maximum current density and reconnection rate lines500

Obtaining the Maximum Current Density Lines (MCLs) and Maximum Reconnec-501

tion Rate Lines (MRLs) is a more complex process than for MSLs, because these dis-502

tributions reveal one or more saddle points and/or maxima. There is therefore no unique503
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maximum path on such complex surfaces and a decision is needed about the starting in-504

tegration point.505

Our driving idea is to compute X-lines that explore the dayside magnetopause, i.e.506

that pass equatorwards of the cusps, a reasonable choice considering this is were the IMF507

first touches the magnetopause.508

Whenever the current and reconnection rate maps show a global maximum around509

the subsolar region, which typically occur when the IMF has a southward component,510

we follow the line departing from that maximum along the local eigenvector of the Hes-511

sian matrix that corresponds to the smallest negative eigenvalue (see section 2.8.1). This512

technique is for instance used in Figure 11h, i, and j.513

In northward IMF conditions, the current and reconnection rate maps typically show514

two local and high maxima located poleward of the cusps. The global line is thus ob-515

tained by following the gradient up to the poleward maxima from the dayside saddle points.516

The possible existence of a (smaller) local maximum in the subsolar region, indicates one517

or more saddle points in the dayside, in which case several line portions are computed518

and eventually merged into a single global one. Figure 11g shows an example of such an519

X-line.520

3 Comparison of observed and modeled magnetic shear spatial distri-521

butions522

This section aims at comparing magnetic shear maps produced using magnetic field523

models for the magnetosheath (KF94) and the magnetosphere (T96), with those made524

using only in-situ measurements. It is important to evaluate the validity of the modeled525

shear maps, as they are often used to predict the location of magnetic reconnection and526

other phenomena at the magnetopause (Trattner et al., 2017; Petrinec et al., 2022; Sun527

et al., 2022). The magnetic field draping in the magnetosheath can be classified into three528

regimes as a function of the IMF cone angle : large ((|θco| ≥ 45◦ ± 5◦), intermediate529

(45◦±5◦ ≥ |θco| ≥ 12.5◦±2.5◦), and low (|θco| ≤ 12.5◦±2.5◦) values, as shown in Mi-530

chotte de Welle et al. 2022 (Michotte de Welle et al., 2022). Correspondingly, this sec-531

tion will be divided into three subsections. Note that the maps obtained studied in these532

subsections will reproduce published cases, when available, in order to show the valid-533

ity of our method (see section 2.7).534

3.1 Large IMF cone angles535

The large IMF cone angle regime, as defined in Michotte de Welle et al. 2022 ((Michotte536

de Welle et al., 2022)), corresponds to orientations within |θco| ≥ 45◦±5◦, which rep-537

resents about 70% of the IMF orientations measured at 1 AU. Figure 5 shows maps of538

the magnetic shear angle at the magnetopause as viewed from the Sun assuming steady539

state. The Figure 5.b reproduces the modeled magnetic shear map of Trattner et al. 2021(Trattner540

et al., 2021) (Fig.13) on the 20 September 1997 at 07:34 UT with a dipole tilt of -6.6°,541

an IMF cone angle of -80.7°, and an IMF clock angle of 130°. The magnetic shear map542

in Figure 5.a is obtained from in-situ data only. The magnetic field on the magnetosheath543

side of the magnetopause is made for the subset of the data associated with an IMF cone544

angle falling within the range 76◦ ≤ |θco| ≤ 86◦, and with an IMF clock angle set to545

130° in the PGSM coordinate system. The in-situ measurements on the magnetospheric546

side are selected for an associated dipole tilt of ψ = - 6.6°±2.5°.547

The modeled shear map (Fig. 5.b) exhibits a high similarity with the one obtained548

using in-situ data (Fig. 5.a). This outcome could be anticipated as the KF94 magnetic549

draping is very similar to the observed one for large IMF cone angles (Michotte de Welle550

et al., 2022). The shape of the anti-parallel areas is the most noticeable difference be-551
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Figure 5. Magnetic shear maps at large IMF cone angle. Panels a and b correspond

to the magnetic shear angle maps using only in-situ measurements and magnetic field models

(Tsyganenko & Stern, 1996; Kobel & Fluckiger, 1994), respectively. The magnetic shear map on

panel b correspond to the one presented in Trattner et al. 2021(Trattner et al., 2021) (Fig.13) on

20 September 1997 at 07:34 UT. The map in panel c is made with the T96 model and the mag-

netosheath in-situ measurements. The map in panel d is made with the magnetosphere in-situ

measurements and the KF94 model. The subset of in-situ magnetosheath measurements used

in panels a and c is 76◦ ≤ |θco| ≤ 86◦ and turned to an IMF clock angle of 130°. The subset

of in-situ magnetosphere measurements used in panels a and d is |ψ| = 6.6°±2.5°. The value of

dipole tilt of modeled magnetospheric magnetic field ((Tsyganenko & Stern, 1996)) used in the

panels b and c is -6.6°. The modeled magnetosheath magnetic field ((Kobel & Fluckiger, 1994))

in the panels b and d is made with (Bximf , Byimf , Bzimf )=(-0.7,3.8,-3.2). The grey arrowed

lines in the panels a and b (resp. c and d ) represent magnetic field lines of the observed and

modeled magnetosheath (resp. magnetosphere), respectively. The solid and dashed white lines

maximize the observed and modeled magnetic shear, respectively. The black arrows correspond

to IMF orientation in the (YZ) plane. The terminator is represented by the dashed circle.
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tween the two magnetic shear maps (Fig. 5.a, b). In the map made with magnetic field552

models, they are bending to become nearly parallel to the equator. In contrast, in the553

map made in-situ measurements, they remain almost straight. To investigate the ori-554

gin of this difference, we computed magnetic shear maps made using in-situ measure-555

ments on one side of the magnetopause and a magnetic field model (either T96 or KF94)556

on the other side (Fig. 5 c and d). As the magnetic shear map using in-situ magneto-557

spheric measurements and the KF94 model (Fig. 5.d) displays anti-parallel areas sim-558

ilar to the observed map, while the T96/magnetosheath data map (Fig. 5.c) shows pat-559

terns comparable to figure 5b, we conclude that the discrepancy arises from the mag-560

netospheric magnetic field. A possible explanation for these differences is that the T96561

model uses a magnetopause model (S91) independent of the dipole tilt angle, whereas562

the shape of the magnetopause is actually affected by it (Lin et al., 2010; Z. Q. Liu et563

al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2022b). Since the T96 model magnetic field must remain tan-564

gent to the magnetopause surface, this could result in a slight difference in curvature be-565

tween the modeled (Fig. 5.c) and observed (Fig. 5.d) magnetic field lines. Additionally,566

a part of these discrepancies may arise from the slight difference of shape between the567

magnetopause models used in the observed (Shue et al., 1998) and modeled (Sibeck et568

al., 1991) maps. Further investigation is required but is outside the scope of this study.569

The Maximum Shear Line (MSL), which maximizes locally the magnetic shear an-570

gle on the magnetopause surface, is often used to predict the location of the X-line (Trattner571

et al., 2007). On average, observed and modeled MSLs (Fig. 5.a and b) are about 1 Re572

apart. It should be noted that the component reconnection part of the modeled MSL573

is more inclined toward the equator than the one from observations (Fig. 5.a and b).574

And while the maps obtained with the T96/KF94 models in the large IMF cone angle575

regime provide a reliable qualitative estimate of the magnetic shear at the magnetopause,576

we will see later (section 4.1.1) that the discrepancy in the orientation of the MSL ac-577

tually shows a significant difference in term of its dependence on the IMF direction, be-578

tween the modeled and observed maps.579

3.2 Intermediate IMF cone angle580

Figure 6 shows an observed (panel c) and modeled (panel d) shear map for an IMF581

cone angle in the intermediate regime (i.e. 45◦±5◦ ≥ |θco| ≥ 12.5◦±2.5◦), which rep-582

resents about 28% of the IMF. Figure 6.d reproduces the modeled magnetic shear map583

of Trattner et al. 2012(Trattner et al., 2012b) (Fig.4) on 22 Mars 1996 at 02:40 UT with584

a dipole tilt of -8.2°, an IMF cone angle of 18.5°, and an IMF clock angle of 99°. The ob-585

served magnetic shear map in Figure 6.c is made with the subset of the magnetosheath586

measurements for which the IMF cone angle lies within 13.5◦ ≤ |θco| ≤ 23◦ and an587

IMF clock angle set to 99° in the PGSM coordinate system. The in-situ measurements588

on the magnetospheric side are selected for an associated dipole tilt of ψ = -8.2°±2.5°.589

In the modeled shear map (Fig. 6d), parallel and anti-parallel magnetic shear ar-590

eas join on the dayside of the quasi-parallel magnetopause. This pattern results from the591

convergence (or divergence, depending on the sign of Bximf
) of the magnetosheath field592

lines predicted by the KF94 model towards a topological singularity (YPGSM ≈ 7.5 Re593

and ZPGSM ≈ −1.5 Re) aligned with the parallel bow shock, visible in panel b. In con-594

trast, in the observed shear map (Fig. 6ca), the parallel and anti-parallel magnetic shear595

areas do not connect on the quasi-parallel magnetopause, but instead extend towards596

the nightside. This difference results from the absence of the aforementioned singular-597

ity in the observed magnetic field draping for such an IMF cone angle as visible on panel598

a and discussed in Michotte de Welle et al. 2022 (Michotte de Welle et al., 2022). As599

seen with the solid and dashed white lines, throughout most of the dayside, the observed600

and modeled MSLs are approximately 2 Re apart, but this distance significantly increases601

up to around 8 Re on the quasi-parallel side of the magnetopause at dusk.602
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Figure 6. Magnetic draping and magnetopause magnetic shear maps at interme-

diate IMF cone angle. Subsets 13.5◦ ≤ |θco| ≤ 23◦ and |ψ| = 8.2°±2.5°. Panel a and b

represent, in the SWI coordinate system, the color coded Bx component of the magnetic field

and magnetic field lines (solid black lines) reconstructed from observations (panel a) and pre-

dicted by the KF94 models (panel b), from Michotte de Welle et al. 2022 (Michotte de Welle et

al., 2022). Panels c and d correspond to the magnetic shear angle maps made using only in-situ

measurements and magnetic field models ((Tsyganenko & Stern, 1996; Kobel & Fluckiger, 1994)),

respectively. The magnetic shear map on panel b correspond to the one presented in Trattner

et al. 2021(Trattner et al., 2012b) (Fig.4) on22 Mars 1996 at 02:40 UT. The grey arrowed lines

represent in the panels a and b represent magnetic field lines of the observed and modeled mag-

netosheath draping, respectively. The solid and dashed white lines maximize the observed and

modeled magnetic shear (MSL), respectively. The black arrows correspond to IMF orientation in

the (YZ) plane.
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Figure 7. Magnetic shear maps at intermediate IMF cone angle. Subsets θco =25°±5°
and |ψ| = 0°±2.5° with θcl =180° (Panel a and b) and θcl =0° (Panel c and d). The legend is the

same as Figure 6.

The absence of a divergent pattern in the observed magnetosheath draping leads603

to unexpected effects when the region of the magnetosheath behind the quasi-parallel604

shocks is located on one of the lobes, as shown in Figure 7 for an IMF clock angle of 180°605

(panels a,b) or of 0° (panels c,d). For an IMF clock angle of 180°, both observed and606

modeled maps exhibit the majority of the dayside magnetopause at high magnetic shear,607

with an anti-parallel area in the southern hemisphere due to asymmetry in the magne-608

tosheath draping. However, the modeled map (Fig. 7 b) predicts that most of the south-609

ern lobe has a high magnetic shear because the divergent pattern predicted by the KF94610

model is located equatorward of the southern cusp. In contrast, without this singular-611

ity, the observed map (Fig. 7 a) displays low shear angles across the entire south lobe.612

The situation for an IMF clock angle of 0° is similar but reversed, with the observed map613

(Fig. 7 c) showing high magnetic shear in both lobes, while only in the southern lobe614

for the modeled map (Fig. 7 d). An important conclusion from this comparison is that615

if only considering the magnetic shear for determining the location of magnetic recon-616

nection, both lobes are equally important in observations while they are significantly dif-617

ferent in the modeled map.618

In general, the magnetic shear maps derived from the T96/KF94 models do not619

provide a reliable estimate of the observed shear angle at the magnetopause in the in-620

termediate IMF cone angle regime.621
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Figure 8. Magnetic draping and magnetic shear maps at low IMF cone angle. Sub-

sets |θco| ≤ 12.5◦ and |ψ| = 0°±2.5° with θcl =90°. The legend is the same as Figure 6.

3.3 Low IMF cone angle622

The low IMF cone angle regime (i.e |θco| ≤ 12.5◦±2.5◦) represents less than 2%623

of the IMF data. The maps in Fig. 8 display the magnetic shear for a due east IMF (i.e.624

θcl = 90°) and a dipole tilt of 0° in the case of low IMF cone angle. The observed map625

(Fig. 8.c) is made using magnetosheath measurements within |θco| ≤ 12.5◦ and a dipole626

tilt angle of ψ = 0°±2.5° for the magnetosphere side. Since we did not find in the liter-627

ature a case of a modeled magnetic shear map at a low IMF cone angle, the one of Fig-628

ure 8.d was made for an IMF cone angle of 8.3°, corresponding to the average IMF cone629

angle for the selected subset of magnetosheath measurements.630

The two maps generally agree, as both the modeled and observed magnetosheath631

magnetic draping display a divergent pattern (Michotte de Welle et al., 2022) and vis-632

ible on panels a and b or Fig. 8, connecting the parallel and anti-parallel areas on the633

dayside magnetopause. However, in the observed map (Fig. 8c), these areas have a slightly634

rounder shape on the quasi-parallel side (YPGSM ≥ 0) and are located at lower lati-635

tudes on the quasi-perpendicular side (YPGSM ≤ 0) of the magnetopause than in the636

modeled map (Fig. 8d). These differences arise from subtle discrepancies between the637

modeled and observed magnetic fields in the magnetosheath. In reality, the field lines638

on the quasi-parallel side remain connected to their quasi-perpendicular counterparts be-639

cause they are frozen in the magnetosheath plasma flow (Michotte de Welle et al., 2022).640

In contrast, this effect is not seen in the field lines predicted by the KF94 model, which641

leads to the shape of the magnetic field lines in Figure 8b,d, that tends to be less curved642

toward the YPGSM < 0 side than in the observed draping (Figure 8a,c).643

On average, the MSLs are approximately 1 Re apart and located slightly more to-644

wards the anti-parallel regions. As in the large IMF cone angle regime, the modeled shear645

maps can provide a relatively good estimate of the magnetic shear angle at the magne-646

topause in the low IMF cone angle regime.647
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Figure 9. Panels a, b, and c show the global distributions of magnetic shear, current density

(nA/m2), and reconnection rate (mV/m), respectively, obtained from in-situ measurements for

IMF cone angles in the range of 80◦ ≤ |θco| ≤ 90◦, a dipole tilt angles of ψ = 0°±2.5°, and an

IMF clock angle of 120°. The black lines maximize the quantities represented in each panel. The

gray arrows correspond to IMF orientation in the (YZ) plane. The terminator is represented by

the dashed circle. Panels d, e, and f show the corresponding quantities obtained from a global

MHD simulation in the study of Komar et al. 2015 (Komar et al., 2015) for similar IMF and

dipole tilt orientations. The dotted gray line maximize the quantities and the white line corre-

spond to the separator.

4 Global distribution of the magnetic shear, current density, and re-648

connection rate649

Although the orientation of the magnetic fields on both sides of the magnetopause,650

as studied in the previous section, plays a crucial role in magnetic reconnection, other651

quantities are also important in this process, among which in particular the current den-652

sity (Alexeev et al., 1998) and the reconnection electric field (Borovsky, 2013), etc. How-653

ever, knowledge of their global distribution at the magnetopause comes only from mod-654

eling, usually numerical. In this study, in addition to the magnetic shear, we also obtained655

the current density and the Cassak-Shay asymmetric reconnection rate from an obser-656

vational standpoint. In this section, we will first compare the global distribution of these657

quantities obtained with in-situ measurements with those obtained in published MHD658

simulation studies. Then, in the following subsections, we examine the variations of these659

quantities with respect to IMF orientation and dipole tilt angle.660

Figure 9 shows the magnetic shear, current density, and reconnection rate at the661

magnetopause using in-situ measurements in panels a to c, respectively. These maps are662

made using measurements with IMF cone angles in the range of 80◦ ≤ |θco| ≤ 90◦ and663

a dipole tilt angle of ψ = 0°±2.5°. Panels d to f show the corresponding quantities ob-664

tained from a global MHD simulation in the study of Komar et al. 2015 ((Komar et al.,665

2015)). For all these maps the IMF clock angle has a value of 120°.666
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Figure 10. Amplitude of the magnetic fields at the surface of the magnetopause. Panel a

shows the distribution of the magnetospheric magnetic field strength for a dipole tilt angle of ψ

= 0°±2.5°. Panels b, c, and d show the amplitude of the magnetosheath magnetic field for large

(70◦ ≤ |θco| ≤ 80◦), intermediate (20◦ ≤ |θco| ≤ 30◦), and small (|θco| ≤ 12.5◦) IMF cone angle

and an IMF clock angle of 90°, respectively.

The observed magnetic shear angle pattern (Fig. 9.a) closely resembles the one ob-667

tained in the global MHD simulation of Komar et al. 2015 (Komar et al., 2015) (Fig.668

9.d). Interestingly, the MHD shear map, with an IMF orientation close to that in Fig-669

ure 5, displays straight anti-parallel areas, consistent with observations from section 3.1.670

The observed MSL is consistent with the one obtained in the MHD simulation.671

Figure 9.b shows a map of the current density at the magnetopause, where the di-672

rection of the current, indicated by black arrows, aligns with expectations for the given673

IMF orientation. The amplitude of the current density is maximum in the subsolar re-674

gion, where the amplitude of the magnetic field magnitude on each side of the magne-675

topause (Fig. 10a and 10b) and the magnetic shear angle are highest. This amplitude676

remains large in both lobes due to the large differences in magnetic field strength between677

the magnetosphere and the magnetosheath. Finally, the current density amplitude is low678

in regions where the magnetic shear and the differences of strengths between the mag-679

netic fields are small. The observed current density pattern remains consistent with MHD680

simulations (not shown) across different IMF orientations and dipole tilt angles found681

in published studies (Komar et al., 2015; Souza et al., 2017). The MHD current density682

amplitude, being of the same order of magnitude, is consistent with the observed map.683

The difference of amplitude between the two maps may arise from the resistivity set in684

the global simulation, which significantly impacts current density values (Glocer et al.,685

2016). In addition, if the orientation of the IMF is similar between the simulation and686

the measurements, it is not the case of other physical parameters that could influence687

the thickness of the magnetopause, which is assumed to be constant (800 km) in the ob-688

served map, but also the magnetic pileup, etc. The observed current density amplitude689

is remarkably consistent with studies using in-situ measurement. For instance, recent stud-690

ies found median values of 62.1±1.5 nA/m2 for the dayside and about 47±3.2 nA/m2
691

for the flanks (Haaland et al., 2020); a current density distribution mostly between 10692

nA/m2 and 150 nA/m2 (Lukin et al., 2020); and a median amplitude of the current den-693

sity in the dayside magnetopause of 67.7±5.6 nA/m2 (Beedle et al., 2022). It is worth694

noting that Figure 9.b represents the macroscopic current density at the magnetopause,695

but locally, the current can be highly inhomogeneous and exhibit stronger amplitudes.696

The Maximum Current density Line (MCL) that maximizes the current density is con-697

sistent with the one determined in the MHD simulation.698

The reconnection rate in Figure 9c shows a pattern and amplitude very similar to699

that of the global MHD simulation of Komar et al. 2015 (Fig. 9.f). The highest values700

of the reconnection rate are in the subsolar region, where the high values of the magnetic701

pileup in the magnetosheath coincide with large magnetic shear (Fig. 9a). The lowest702
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reconnection rate values are found in regions of low magnetic shear, because the recon-703

nected components of the magnetic fields would be extremely small. However, unlike the704

current density, a large difference in magnetic field amplitude between the magnetosphere705

and the magnetosheath (Fig. 10a and b) does not increase the rate. As a result, the re-706

connection rate at high latitudes experiences a rapid decline due to the decrease of the707

magnetic pileup in the magnetosheath. The similarity of the global pattern of the re-708

connection rate to MHD simulations remains consistent (not shown) across different IMF709

orientations and dipole tilt angles found in Komar et al. 2015 ((Komar et al., 2015)).710

The Maximum Rate Line (MRL) obtained from in-situ measurements appears straighter711

and more tilted toward the equator compared to that in Figure 9, yet remains consis-712

tent with it. In line with the observations made by Komar et al. (2015) for southward713

IMF, incorporating velocity shear (not shown) into the calculations of the reconnection714

rate (Cassak & Otto, 2011) has a negligible impact on its magnitude. Indeed, the cor-715

rection is about one to two orders of magnitude smaller compared to the reconnection716

rate without velocity shear.717

Overall, the global distribution of magnetic shear, current density, and reconnec-718

tion rate obtained using only in-situ measurements agrees with numerical simulations.719

4.1 Dependence on the IMF clock angle720

We will now investigate the influence of the IMF clock angle on the distribution721

of the magnetic shear, the current density, and the reconnection rate on the magnetopause.722

This subsection is divided into three parts, corresponding to the different draping regimes,723

similar to the section 3.724

4.1.1 Large IMF cone angle725

Figure 11 shows the magnetic shear (panels a to e), the current density (panels f726

to j), and the reconnection rate (panels k to o) for a large IMF cone angle (70◦ ≤ |θco| ≤727

80◦) for a dipole tilt of 0° (|ψ| = 0°±2.5°) as a function of the IMF clock angle (0°, 45°,728

90°, 135°, and 180°).729

For an IMF clock angle of 0° (Fig. 11a), the magnetic shear is anti-parallel in both730

lobes, with most of the dayside magnetopause exhibiting low shear angle values. As the731

IMF shifts southward (Fig. 11b,c,d), the magnetic shear angle on the dayside increases,732

with the anti-parallel (resp. parallel) shear regions moving closer to (resp. further from)733

the equator. Surprisingly, while the anti-parallel portion of the MSLs gets closer to the734

equator axis as the IMF clock angle increases, the global orientation of the component735

reconnection part of the lines appears to remain constant. In fact, when plotted together736

(Fig. 12.a), most of the component reconnection part of these MSLs overlap and remain737

close at high latitudes. This behavior has already been observed in a global MHD sim-738

ulation study (Komar et al., 2015), which also found that the MSLs have a fixed orien-739

tation at the subsolar magnetopause and do not rotate for the different IMF clock an-740

gles. In contrast, the slopes of the modeled MSLs (Fig. 12.b) decrease with increasing741

IMF clock angle, resulting in a distance of about 5 Re at high latitude between the south-742

ernmost and northernmost lines. Further investigation revealed that the independence743

of the observed MSLs to the IMF clock angle is due to the magnetosheath magnetic field744

lines being less curved than those predicted by the KF94 model. This would result in745

a flatter gradient of the observed magnetic shear map than that produced by the mod-746

els. Therefore, the component reconnection portion of the observed MSLs, following this747

gradient, would pass at roughly the same location in the component reconnection region748

and separate at higher latitudes where the magnetosheath field lines are more curved.749

The curvature differences between the modeled and observed draping could be explained750

by magnetic reconnection which affects the bending of the field lines by altering the global751

magnetosheath plasma flow. This effect would be observable only in in-situ measurements752
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Figure 11. Global distributions of magnetic shear, current density, and reconnection rate at

the surface of the magnetopause at Large IMF cone angles. Subsets of the measurement for IMF

cone angles in the range 70◦ ≤ |θco| ≤ 80◦ and dipole tilt angles of |ψ| = 0°±2.5°. The magnetic

shear (panels a to e), the current density (panels f to j), and the reconnection rate (panels k to

o) for IMF clock angle 0° (panels a, f, and k), 45° (panels b, g, and l), 90° (panels c, h, and m),

135° (panels d, i, and n), and 180° (panels e, j, and o). The black lines maximize the quantities

represented in each panel. The white arrows correspond to IMF orientation in the (YZ) plane.

The terminator is represented by the dashed circle.
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Figure 12. Maximum magnetic Shear Line (MSL) as a function of the IMF clock angle

made from global distribution of the magnetic shear made obtained with in-situ measurements

(70◦ ≤ |θco| ≤ 80◦ and |ψ| = 0°±2.5°) and analytical models of magnetic fields (T96 ans KF94) in

panels a and b, respectively.

and MHD simulations, but not in the KF94 model that assumes draping in vacuum and753

thus does not account for magnetic reconnection. Finally, for an IMF clock angle of 180°754

(Fig. 11e) most of the dayside magnetopause exhibits a high magnetic shear and par-755

allel shear angle in both lobes.756

For an IMF clock angle of 0° (Fig. 11f), the current density is maximum and ex-757

hibits similar amplitudes in both lobes. As the IMF clock angle increases (Fig. 11g,h,i),758

the amplitude decreases in the lobes and increases in the subsolar region as the magnetic759

shear angle increases in this region. The magnitude is maximum in the subsolar region760

for an IMF clock angle of 180° (Fig. 11j) as the magnetic pileup (Fig. 10b) coincides with761

the anti-parallel region (Fig. 11e). In contrast to the MSLs, the MCLs show a clear de-762

pendence on the IMF clock angle. The lines become more inclined toward the equator763

as the IMF clock angle increases, until they align with the equator for an IMF clock an-764

gle of 180° (Fig. 11j).765

The reconnection rate exhibits a pattern similar to that of the current density, with766

high values in the lobes for northward IMF (Fig. 11k), shifting towards the subsolar re-767

gion as the IMF turns southward (Fig. 11l,m,n), and peaking in the subsolar region for768

an IMF clock angle of 180° (Fig. 11o). Like the MCLs, but unlike the MSLs, the MRLs769

become more inclined towards the equator as the IMF clock angle increases.770

4.1.2 Intermediate IMF cone angle771

Figure 13 shows the magnetic shear (panels a to e), current density (panels f to j),772

and the reconnection rate (panels k to o) at intermediate IMF cone angle (20◦ ≤ |θco| ≤773

30◦) and for a dipole tilt of 0° (|ψ| = 0°±2.5°) as a function of the IMF clock angle (0°,774

45°, 90°, 135°, and 180°).775

For an IMF clock angle of 0° (Fig. 13.a), the pattern of the magnetic shear is sim-776

ilar to that seen for a large IMF cone angle (Fig. 11a), but with a thinner (resp. larger)777

high shear region in the northern (resp. southern) lobe due to the asymmetry of the mag-778
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Figure 13. Global distributions of magnetic shear, current density, and reconnection rate at

the surface of the magnetopause at intermediate IMF cone angles. Subsets of the measurement

for IMF cone angles in the range 20◦ ≤ |θco| ≤ 30◦ and dipole tilt angles of |ψ| = 0°±2.5°. The
legend is the same as Figure 11.

netosheath draping between the quasi-parallel and the quasi-perpendicular sides of the779

magnetopause. However, unlike the case of a large IMF cone angle, the MSLs exhibit780

a dependence on the IMF clock angle as the IMF turns towards the south (Fig. 13b-d).781

This is because asymmetry in the magnetic field draping between the quasi-parallel and782

quasi-perpendicular side of the magnetopause (see Fig. 6.a) affects the spatial variation783

of the magnetic shear gradient, which is therefore more dependent on the value of the784

IMF clock angle. Finally, for an IMF clock angle of 180° (Fig. 13.e), the dayside mostly785

exhibits high magnetic shear but the geometry of the anti-parallel region (along the noon786

meridian and in the southern hemisphere) prevents the definition of a MSL.787

The current density for an IMF clock angle of 0° (Fig. 13f) exhibits a small asym-788

metry between the north and south lobes, with the latter showing higher values, due to789

the asymmetry in magnetic strength between the quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular790

sides of the magnetopause (Fig. 10c). The amplitude of the current density in the sub-791

solar region is higher than for large IMF cone angles because of the larger difference in792

magnitude between the magnetosheath and the magnetospheric magnetic fields, which793

tends to increase the current density at low magnetic shear. As the IMF turns south-794

ward (Fig. 13g-i), the current density decreases in the lobes and increases in the sub-795

solar region, eventually reaching its maximum value in this region for an IMF clock an-796

gle of 180° (Fig. 13j). At intermediate IMF cone angles, the MCLs seem to overlap for797

north to pure east IMF (Fig. 13g,h), and incline towards the equator for southward IMF798

(Fig. 13i,j). The MCL for an IMF clock angle of 180° extends into the southern hemi-799

sphere on the flanks because of the magnetosheath draping asymmetry.800

At intermediate IMF cone angles, the global reconnection rate amplitude is about801

half that of the large IMF cone angle, due to the decrease in magnetic field strength in802

the magnetosheath between these two regimes (Fig. 10 b and c). The reconnection rate803

for an IMF clock angle of 0° (Fig. 13k) shows a strong asymmetry between the north and804
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Figure 14. Global distributions of magnetic shear, current density, and reconnection rate at

the surface of the magnetopause at small IMF cone angles. Subsets of the measurement for IMF

cone angles in the range |θco| ≤ 12.5◦ and dipole tilt angles of |ψ| = 0°±2.5°. The legend is the

same as Figure 11.

south lobes, despite both having a high magnetic shear, due to the difference in ampli-805

tude between the quasi-parallel/quasi-perpendicular sides of the magnetic pileup (Fig.806

10c). This is interesting because when magnetic shear is considered as the only param-807

eter determining the location of magnetic reconnection, both lobes are equally impor-808

tant, while when reconnection rate is considered, only the south lobe is significant. When809

the IMF turns southward (Fig. 13l-n), the reconnection rate remains larger on the quasi-810

perpendicular part of the magnetopause, resulting, for an IMF clock angle of 180° (Fig.811

13o), in higher values in the northern hemisphere. The MRLs tend to become more curved812

and inclined towards the equator as the IMF turns toward south.813

4.1.3 Low IMF cone angle814

Figure 14 shows the magnetic shear (panels a to e), the current density (panels f815

to j), and the reconnection rate (panels k to o) at low IMF cone angle (|θco| ≤ 12.5◦)816

and for a dipole tilt of 0° (|ψ| = 0°±2.5°) as a function of the IMF clock angle (0°, 45°,817

90°, 135°, and 180°).818

As described in section 3.3, when the IMF cone angle is low, the areas of anti-parallel819

and parallel magnetic shear join together at the dayside magnetopause. For an IMF clock820

angle of 0° (Fig. 14a), most of the dayside magnetopause exhibits low shear values that821

increase as the IMF turns towards southward (Fig. 14b,c,d,e). Due to the positive sign822

of the Bx component of the IMF, the southern (resp. northern) lobe remains at high (resp.823

low) shear for all IMF clock angles. The location of the MSLs changes slightly as the IMF824

clock angle increases.825

At low IMF cone angles, the global current density pattern (Fig. 14f-j) is only weakly826

affected by the IMF clock angle, since the main contribution to its amplitude comes from827

the difference in strength between the magnetospheric and magnetosheath magnetic fields.828
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Another consequence of this difference in strength is that for an IMF clock angle of 0°,829

the subsolar region (Fig. 14f) has the highest current density values of all IMF cone regimes830

(Fig. 11f, 13f). As the IMF turns southward, there is a slight increase in the current den-831

sity in the subsolar region due to an increase in magnetic shear, and a slight decrease832

in both lobes due to the magnetic pileup in the quasi-perpendicular magnetosheath shift-833

ing towards the north lobe at low shear. The change in the shape of the MCLs seems834

to be due only to the difference in the integration technique, gradient (Fig. 14g and h)835

and eigenvector of the Hessian matrix (Fig. 14i and j), used to obtain these lines (see836

section 2.8). It should also be noted that the MCL for an IMF clock angle of 45° (Fig.837

14g) passes through a region of parallel magnetic fields (Fig. 14b) where reconnection838

is impossible, and this would be the same for all IMF clock angles below about 60°.839

At low IMF cone angles, the reconnection rate is approximately half that of the840

intermediate IMF cone angle consistently, again, with the decrease of the magnetic field841

strength in the magnetosheath between these two regimes (Fig. 10 c and d). In contrast842

with the current density, the pattern of the reconnection rate is significantly impacted843

by the IMF clock angle, presenting a strong asymmetry between the quasi-parallel and844

quasi-perpendicular side of the magnetopause. When the IMF is northward (Fig. 14k,l),845

the reconnection rate is highest in the southern lobe, where both the magnetic ampli-846

tude (Fig. 10d) and magnetic shear (Fig. 14a) are also at their highest. Since the mag-847

netic shear in the northern lobe remains low for all IMF clock angles, the reconnection848

rate in this region remains extremely small. When the IMF turns southward (Fig. 14l,m,n),849

the reconnection rate increases on the dayside due to an increase in magnetic shear, and850

it decreases in the southern lobe as the magnetic pileup in the magnetosheath shifts to-851

wards the north lobe. For a pure south IMF (Fig. 14o), the reconnection rate shows the852

highest values in the northern hemisphere due to the strong asymmetry in the magnetic853

pileup. However as the high shear areas do not coincide with the magnetic pileup, these854

reconnection rate values remain smaller than those obtained for northward IMF in the855

southern lobe. This is interesting because it suggests that for small IMF cone angles, mag-856

netic reconnection is more efficient for northward than for the southward IMF. In con-857

trast to the MCLs, the MRLs appear to show a dependence on the IMF clock angle (Fig.858

14k-o). They tend to tilt toward the equator as the IMF turns southward, resulting in859

a curved line that is mainly in the northern hemisphere for an IMF clock angle of 180°.860

4.2 Dependence on the dipole tilt angle861

The previous subsection discussed the influence of the IMF clock and cone angles862

on the global distribution of magnetic shear, current density, and reconnection rate. We863

now examine how the dipole tilt angle affects the lines that maximize these quantities.864

4.2.1 Northward IMF865

Figure 15 shows the MSLs (panels a, b, c), MCLs (panels d, e, f), and the MRLs866

(panels g, h, i) at large (panels a, d, g), intermediate (panels b, e, h) and low (panels c,867

f, i) IMF cone angle and for an IMF clock angle of 60° as a function of the dipole tilt an-868

gle (-20°, -10°, 0°, 10°, and 20°). The global distributions of the quantities used to ob-869

tain each of these lines can be found in the supplementary material.870

The MSLs exhibit a strong dependence on the dipole tilt angle at large IMF cone871

angles (Fig. 15a), shifting from a predominantly northern hemisphere location to a south-872

ern hemisphere location as the tilt angle increases. In line with expectations, the MSL873

with a dipole tilt angle of 0° passes through the subsolar point. The same dependence874

on the dipole tilt angle is observed at intermediate IMF cone angles (Fig. 15b). How-875

ever, due to the asymmetry in the draping between the quasi-parallel/quasi-perpendicular876

sides of the magnetopause, the MSLs are shifted towards the northern hemisphere in com-877

parison with the large IMF cone angle case, with the MSL at ψ=20° passing near the878
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Figure 15. Lines maximizing the magnetic shear (panels a, b, c), the current density (panels

d, e, f), and reconnection rate (panels g, h, i) at large (panels a, d, g), intermediate (panels b, e,

h) and low (panels c, f, i) IMF cone angle and for an IMF clock angle of 60° as a function of the

dipole tilt angle (-20°, -10°, 0°, 10°, and 20°). The dashed circle represents the terminator.
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subsolar point. This shift is even more pronounced at low IMF cone angles (Fig. 15c),879

where all MSLs cross the noon meridian far northward of the subsolar point.880

The MCLs show a small dependence on dipole tilt angle at large IMF cone angles881

(Fig. 16d), crossing the noon meridian in the northern and southern hemispheres for neg-882

ative and positive dipole tilt angles, respectively. The dependence on the dipole tilt an-883

gle appears to decrease as the IMF cone angle decreases in the intermediate and low regimes884

(Fig. 16e and f). This is because the difference in magnetic field strength between the885

magnetosphere and the magnetosheath becomes the main contributor to the current den-886

sity amplitude. The influence on the dipole tilt angle seems to be visible only at higher887

latitudes in the northern and southern hemispheres for positive and negative dipole tilt888

values, respectively.889

Similarly to the MSLs, the MRLs show a dependence to dipole tilt angle across all890

the IMF cone angles regimes (Fig. 16g, h, and i) as expected given the strong depen-891

dence of the reconnection rate on the magnetic shear.892

4.2.2 Southward IMF893

Figure 16 shows the MSLs (panels a, b, c), MCLs (panels d, e, f), and MRLs (pan-894

els g, h, i) at large (panels a, d, g), intermediate (panels b, e, h) and low (panels c, f, i)895

IMF cone angle and for an IMF clock angle of 120° as a function of the dipole tilt an-896

gle (-20°, -10°, 0°, 10°, and 20°).897

The MSLs (Fig. 16.a, b, and c) show the same strong dependence on the dipole898

tilt angle as in the northward case.899

In contrast with the northward IMF case, the MCLs do not seem to exhibit a clear900

dependence on the dipole tilt angle at large IMF cone (Fig. 16d). In fact, the maximum901

values of the current change position slightly as the dipole tilt angle varies (see Supple-902

mentary Material). However, these maxima are shifted along the average orientation of903

the MCLs. This keeps the lines relatively close to each other. Similar to the northward904

IMF case, the significant amplitude difference in magnetic field strength diminishes the905

influence of the dipole tilt angle as the IMF cone angle decreases in the intermediate and906

low regimes (Fig. 16e and f).907

Similar to the current density, the shift of the global pattern (see Supplementary908

Materials) along the average orientation of the MRLs (Fig. 16g) leaves them unaffected909

by the dipole tilt angle variation for large IMF cone angles. As the IMF cone decreases910

into the intermediate and low regimes (Fig. 16h and g), the influence of the dipole tilt911

angle becomes apparent due to the asymmetry in magnetic field amplitude between the912

quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular sides of the magnetosheath.913

Figure 17 shows the MCLs (panels a, b, c), and the MRLs (panels d, e, f) at large914

(panels a, d,), intermediate (panels b, e) and low (panels c, f) IMF cone angle and for915

an IMF clock angle of 180° as a function of the dipole tilt angle (-20°, -10°, 0°, 10°, and916

20°). The global distributions of the quantities used to obtain each of these lines can be917

found in the supplementary material. Figure 17 does not show MSLs because, as men-918

tioned in the method section 2.8, we do not determine them for an IMF clock angle of919

180°. However, the spatial distribution of the magnetic shear can be found in supplemen-920

tary materials.921

The MCLs for large IMF cone angle (Fig. 17a) show a dependence on the dipole922

tilt angle in the flanks but converge toward the equator in the subsolar region. The be-923

havior of the MCLs in the subsolar region is influenced by three factors. First, for an IMF924

clock angle of 180°, the noon meridian displays anti-parallel magnetic shear between the925

cusps (Fig. 11e). Second, the values of the magnetospheric magnetic field strength at926

the subsolar point remain maximum (47.4 nT ± 1.6 nT) regardless of the dipole tilt an-927
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Figure 16. Lines maximizing the magnetic shear (panels a, b, c), the current density (panels

d, e, f), and reconnection rate (panels g, h, i) at large (panels a, d, g), intermediate (panels b, e,

h) and low (panels c, f, i) IMF cone angles and for an IMF clock angle of 120° as a function of

the dipole tilt angle (-20°, -10°, 0°, 10°, and 20°). The dashed circle represents the terminator.
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Figure 17. Lines maximizing the current density (panels a, b, c), the reconnection rate (pan-

els d, e, f), at large (panels a, d), intermediate (panels b, e) and low (panels c, f ) IMF cone

angles and for an IMF clock angle of 180° as a function of the dipole tilt angle (-20°, -10°, 0°, 10°,
and 20°). The dashed circle represents the terminator.

gles. Lastly, the magnetic pileup in the magnetosheath peaks near the subsolar point (Fig.928

10b). Therefore the current is also maximum near the subsolar point and the effect of929

the dipole tilt angle is only visible on the flanks. As the IMF cone angle decreases into930

the intermediate and low regimes (Fig. 17b and c), the dependence of the MCLs on the931

dipole tilt angle becomes less clear for ψ ≥ 0°.932

The MRLs for large IMF cone angles (Fig. 17d) show a strong dependence on the933

dipole tilt angle in the flanks but come back toward the equator in the subsolar region934

for the reasons detailed above for the MCLs (Fig. 17a). Interestingly, their shape seem935

quite consistent with separators obtained with global MHD simulations in a study of the936

effect of dipole tilt on magnetic reconnection (Eggington et al. 2020 (Eggington et al.,937

2020)). The location of the MRLs show only a small dependence on the dipole tilt an-938

gle in the intermediate and low IMF cone angle regimes (Fig. 17e and f). Their shape,939

which favors the northern hemisphere (i.e. aligned with the quasi-perpendicular bow shock)940

for all tilt angle values, seems surprising. Even more so since the draping asymmetry be-941

tween the quasi-parallel/quasi-perpendicular side of the magnetopause tends to produce942

the highest magnetic shears in the southern hemisphere (Fig. 13e and Fig. 14e). How-943

ever, their shape and location result from the large amplitude of the magnetosheath mag-944

netic field in the northern hemisphere (here quasi-perpendicular side of the magnetosheath).945

The overall evolution of the location, shape, and ordering of the MRLs (subsolar region946

in panel d; panels e and f) shows that the reconnection rate, once the magnetic shear947

is sufficiently high, is primarily controlled by the amplitude of the magnetosheath mag-948

netic field, and secondarily by the magnetospheric magnetic strength. However, when949

the variation amplitude of the magnetosheath magnetic field is relatively isotropic (Fig.950

10b), a small difference in magnetic shear and amplitude of the magnetospheric mag-951
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netic field seems to have a strong effect on the location of the MRLs (away of subsolar952

region in Fig. 17d).953

5 Global and local approaches on magnetic reconnection954

Section 4 explored the influence of the IMF orientation and dipole tilt angle on the955

global distribution of the magnetic shear angle, current density, and reconnection rate956

and on the lines maximizing these quantities. Such maximization can be considered a957

global approach, as it requires knowledge of the global spatial variation of a quantity to958

identify a possible X-line. Thus, the underlying idea would be that the localization of959

the magnetic reconnection is controlled by global constraints at the magnetopause. In960

parallel, several numerical modeling studies (Schreier et al., 2010; Hesse et al., 2013; Y.-961

H. Liu et al., 2015; Aunai et al., 2016; Y.-H. Liu et al., 2018) focused on determining the962

orientation of reconnection lines with an initially homogeneous current sheet, which can963

therefore be characterized as a local approach to determining how X-line develop. For964

most of the local studies (Hesse et al., 2013; Y.-H. Liu et al., 2015; Aunai et al., 2016;965

Y.-H. Liu et al., 2018), the X-line is found to bisect the magnetic fields on each side of966

the magnetopause. Although it can be expected that global and local approaches will967

results in different X-line orientations, the extent of these difference is unknown. This968

is the aim of this section, in which we compare the line maximizing magnetic shear used969

in the Maximum Magnetic Shear model (Trattner et al., 2007) with the line following970

the bisection from the subsolar point. Here, the local bisection orientation is chosen, in971

contrast to, say, the direction that maximizes Cassak-Shay formula because it seems to972

better agree with previously published simulations(Hesse et al., 2013; Y.-H. Liu et al.,973

2015; Aunai et al., 2016; Y.-H. Liu et al., 2018). Tests (not shown here) have shown that974

following the local orientation maximizing the Cassak-Shay formula was anyway follow-975

ing a very similar path.976

Fig. 18a shows the color coded spatial distribution of the magnetic shear angle for977

a IMF cone angle of 80◦ ≤ |θco| ≤ 90◦, an IMF clock angle of 130°, and a dipole tilt978

angle of ψ = 0°±2.5° for the magnetosphere. Along the MSL is represented the local and979

bisecting orientations (small black lines) of the magnetic field vector on each side of the980

magnetopause (green and blue arrows for the magnetic field of the magnetosphere and981

magnetosheath, respectively). As expected, the magnetic field vectors are in agreement982

with the shear angle map, exhibiting anti-parallel behavior in white regions and form-983

ing an angle of approximately 130° in the subsolar region. It is important to notice that984

the bisection orientations are not aligned with the local tangents of the MSL which demon-985

strates that the global and local approaches are not consistent with each other. The an-986

gular differences are large in the anti-parallel region, where the local bisections are nearly987

perpendicular to the MSL, and smaller in the subsolar region. However, a global X-line988

obtained by following the local bisections from this region gives a prediction significantly989

different from the MSL. More than the distance between the lines, the fundamental dif-990

ference between these two candidate X-lines is that the bisection line cannot align with991

the anti-parallel regions for any IMF orientation, except for IMF clock angle of 180°. How-992

ever, observations of accelerated cusp ions (Trattner et al., 2007, 2021) and MHD sim-993

ulations for northward IMF (Komar et al., 2015) show that magnetic reconnection oc-994

curs along the anti-parallel regions. From the same reasoning, it is thus worth noting,995

at this point, that the line maximizing the reconnection rate distribution visible on fig-996

ures 11, 13 and 14 have also no reason to locally align with the orientation maximizing997

the Cassak-Shay formula even though this local orientation is necessary to produce the998

map in the first place. Understanding to what extent lines constructed from a local ap-999

proach would differ from the MRLs is, however, not trivial as the result critically depends1000

on the choice of an ”initial” point to integrate from, in contrast to the global approach.1001

While the choice of the subsolar point in Fig. 18a seems reasonable, it may not be true1002
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Figure 18. Global distribution of the magnetic shear represented in panel a, using in-situ

measurements for a IMF cone angle of 80◦ ≤ |θco| ≤ 90◦, an IMF clock angle has a value of 130°,
and a dipole tilt angle of ψ = 0°±2.5° for the magnetosphere. The solid gray line is the MSL,

along which the orientation of the magnetospheric and magnetosheath magnetic fields are indi-

cated by the green and blue arrows, respectively. The small black lines correspond to the local

bisections of the magnetic fields. The dashed gray line follow the local bisection of the magnetic

fields, as integrated from the subsolar point. In panel b, the reconnection rate along the MSL and

the bisection line are shown as solid and dashed lines, respectively. The vertical blue lines mark

where the component reconnection part of the MSL joins the anti-parallel branches.
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generally when any IMF orientation and dipole tilt are considered, and will be the topic1003

of a forthcoming study.1004

Fig. 18b shows the reconnection rate along the MSL and the bisection line if mag-1005

netic merging were to occurs there. In contrast to the reconnection rate discussed in the1006

previous section, for which the merging components are determined by maximizing its1007

values (section 2.6.3), here these components are those which are perpendicular to the1008

local tangents of the two candidate X-lines. If the reconnection rate for these lines is sim-1009

ilar at the subsolar point, the one associated with the MSL decreases to approximately1010

0.4 mV/m before the component reconnection part of the MSL joins the anti-parallel branches1011

(vertical blue lines). A discontinuity is present at the junction to the anti-parallel branches,1012

where the reconnection rate suddenly drops to 0.06 mV/m before slowly increasing to1013

approximately 0.15 mV/m in the flanks. This drastic reduction of the reconnection rate1014

in the anti-parallel magnetic shear region results from the orientation of the MSL is as-1015

sociated with really small reconnecting component. In contrast, the reconnection rate1016

along the bisection line remains almost constant with a value of about 0.61 mV/m un-1017

til the line reaches the anti-parallel regions, and then decreases to 0.34 mV/m. The de-1018

crease in the reconnection rate occurs where the magnetic shear along the bisection line1019

is the highest. An increase in the magnetic shear should increase the amplitude of the1020

reconnected components (Eq. 6). However, the reconnection rate decreases due to the1021

reduction in the amplitude of the magnetic field in the magnetosphere and magnetosheath1022

(Fig. 10a and b).1023

6 Discussion and Conclusion1024

Both numerical simulations and observations support the existence of extended re-1025

connection lines on the magnetopause surface. Their location, as a function of the IMF1026

orientation and dipole tilt angle, constitutes a long standing question in magnetospheric1027

physics. Historically, the spatial distribution of the shear angle between the draped mag-1028

netosheath magnetic field and the magnetospheric field, has been the primary param-1029

eter used to build models predicting the location of such global X-lines. Besides the ob-1030

vious importance of the magnetic shear in the reconnection process, other quantities such1031

as the current density and the reconnection rate, could be thought as equally determi-1032

nant for localizing the reconnection line. Especially, since these quantities strongly de-1033

pend on the magnetic shear, but also on the plasma density and/or the amplitude of mag-1034

netic fields. However, until now, the spatial distribution of these quantities on the mag-1035

netopause and their dependence on the IMF orientation and dipole tilt is still poorly un-1036

derstood. Furthermore, these spatial distributions, including that of the magnetic shear1037

angle, have so far only been obtained from analytical or numerical models, and never en-1038

tirely constrained by observational means.1039

In this study, we proposed the first global reconstruction of the spatial distribu-1040

tion of magnetic shear, current density, and an MHD reconnection rate scaling law on1041

the dayside magnetopause from in-situ spacecraft measurements only. These distribu-1042

tions and their dependence on the IMF orientation and dipole tilt angle have been an-1043

alyzed. A line maximizing the considered quantity has been computed and discussed as1044

a possible X-line candidate.1045

6.1 Spatial distributions of the magnetic shear, current density, and re-1046

connection rate1047

The first outcome of this study concerns the distribution of the magnetic shear an-1048

gle. A comparison between the magnetic shear maps obtained with in-situ measurements1049

and those obtained with models showed that there is a relatively good agreement between1050

the two for large (|θco| ≥45°±5°) and small (|θco| ≤12.5°±2.5°) IMF cone angles. How-1051

ever, significant differences were found at intermediate IMF cone angles (12.5°±2.5°≤1052
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|θco| ≤45°±5°) because the KF94 model predicts invalid magnetosheath field draping1053

for such IMF orientations (Michotte de Welle et al., 2022). Despite their qualitative agree-1054

ment, the maximum shear maps obtained from models and observations lead to max-1055

imum shear lines that differ in their response to varying IMF clock angles. In contrast1056

to those obtained from models, maximum shear lines at large IMF cone angles obtained1057

from observations are found to be relatively independent of the IMF clock angle in the1058

component reconnection region. This behavior appears consistent with results from global1059

MHD simulations performed in similar IMF conditions (Komar et al., 2015). The de-1060

pendence of maximum shear lines with the dipole tilt angle is important and similar to1061

that already reported in previous studies (Trattner et al., 2021), with a shift to north-1062

ern (resp. southern) latitudes for negative (resp. positive) tilt angles.1063

A drawback of considering only the magnetic shear is that it disregards the impact1064

of the magnetic field amplitude on reconnection, although it is well known to be impor-1065

tant in reconnection physics. The distribution of the magnetic amplitude on the mag-1066

netopause and its jump across the layer is, however, considered in the current density1067

and the reconnection rate scaling laws. The reconstructed distributions of the current1068

density and the reconnection rate were found to be consistent with those obtained from1069

published MHD simulations results (Komar et al., 2015; Souza et al., 2017; Glocer et al.,1070

2016). The current density amplitude is also found to be consistent with that observed1071

in-situ (Haaland et al., 2020; Lukin et al., 2020; Beedle et al., 2022). Although the cur-1072

rent density and reconnection rate scaling law both factor in the magnetic shear, their1073

distributions are found to be very different from that of the magnetic shear. They are,1074

however, relatively similar to each other. This similarity between the current and recon-1075

nection rate distributions, and their respective maximum line, is more pronounced for1076

large IMF cone angles, and fades away as the IMF becomes increasingly radial due to1077

their different dependence on the amplitude of the magnetic field. Indeed the current den-1078

sity becomes primarily results from the difference in the amplitude of the upstream mag-1079

netic fields for increasingly radial IMF conditions, whereas the reconnection rate depends1080

on the magnetic shear and the absolute amplitude of reconnecting magnetic components1081

rather than their difference. One of the important consequences for the current density1082

is that its distribution becomes weakly dependent on the IMF clock angle and dipole tilt1083

angle as the IMF becomes more radial, in contrast to the distribution of the reconnec-1084

tion rate. Contrary to the lines obtained from maximizing the magnetic shear, those ob-1085

tained from the current density or the reconnection rate do not present sharp turns, which1086

is a specificity of the maximum shear model.1087

The spatial distributions of the current density and reconnection rate were found1088

to be more complex than that of the shear angle. In particular, in the case of the cur-1089

rent density, we observed the possible appearance of several local maxima originating1090

from the fact that the current can be large either because of a large jump in the mag-1091

netic amplitude or in the magnetic orientation, whose behaviors are relatively indepen-1092

dent. This results in a necessary choice among different maximization lines for which a1093

physical constraint would remain to be found. We also found that certain configurations1094

unfavorable to the merging process, such as those with low magnetic shear and strong1095

asymmetry between magnetospheric and magnetosheath magnetic field strengths, can1096

still result in significant current density. Furthermore, some IMF orientations results in1097

lines maximizing the current density passing through regions of parallel magnetic fields,1098

where reconnection is de facto impossible. Therefore, even though the current density1099

is an important feature of the magnetopause and could also be important for aspects of1100

reconnection such as its onset and/or propagation, it seems unlikely that a global X-line1101

can be determined by the sole maximization of the current density distribution.1102
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6.2 Discriminating between the X-line candidates1103

The three quantities analyzed in this study display distinct characteristics and de-1104

pendence on the IMF orientation and dipole tilt angles. Therefore observations of mag-1105

netic reconnection in certain ranges of these parameters should allow to discriminate be-1106

tween the different X-line models (if any applies). For instance, observations made for1107

intermediate and low IMF cone angles should allow us to distinguish between the lines1108

maximizing the current density and those maximizing the magnetic shear or the recon-1109

nection rate. Indeed, the dependence of current density on IMF clock and dipole tilt an-1110

gle decreases when the IMF cone angle decreases, which is not true for the other two quan-1111

tities. In contrast, the lines maximizing the magnetic shear and the reconnection rate1112

are relatively similar, except for strongly southward IMF, at intermediate and low IMF1113

cone angle. This would make them difficult to distinguish from each other, especially con-1114

sidering the uncertainty in the determination of the causal IMF. However, for large IMF1115

cone angles, the maximum reconnection rate lines incline towards the equator as the IMF1116

clock angle increases, which fact does not occur for the component reconnection part of1117

the maximum magnetic shear lines. Thus, observations of magnetic reconnection at high1118

latitudes or in the magnetopause flanks should allow to discriminate between these two1119

X–line candidates. Furthermore, at large IMF cone angles, some IMF clock angles pro-1120

duce reconnection rate distributions resulting in lines that are mostly independent of the1121

dipole tilt angle, while the lines maximizing the magnetic shear remains strongly depen-1122

dent on it. Finally, a unique feature distinguishes the lines maximizing magnetic shear1123

from those maximizing other quantities is that it follows the region of anti-parallel shear,1124

provided that the IMF clock angle is not strongly southward.1125

6.3 Global and local approaches of an X-line1126

No matter which quantity is considered, X-lines were obtained by maximizing a quan-1127

tity defined on a global scale. The physics underlying the formation of such extended1128

X-lines remains, however, unclear. In one scenario, these regions could be those of pre-1129

ferred reconnection onset, resulting from the global scale interaction of the solar wind1130

and IMF with the magnetosphere. In another, extended X-lines could result from a lo-1131

calized onset followed by X-line spreading governed by local plasma mechanisms. Other1132

scenarios mixing global and local constraints may also be imagined, for instance where1133

X-lines develop and orient along a direction imposed by local physics but only one ex-1134

ist due to some large scale constraint. It is also possible that X-lines orient in such a way1135

imposed by local physics but inconsistently with global scale constraints, resulting in the1136

formation of flux ropes as proposed by Liu et al., JGR (2018) (Y.-H. Liu et al., 2018)1137

and Genestreti et al. 2022 (Genestreti et al., 2022).1138

In this study, we have shown the X-line built from maximizing a given quantity dis-1139

tributed on the magnetopause is locally oriented along directions disagreeing with pre-1140

dictions suggested by local physics, and therefore these two scenarios are not consistent1141

with each other.1142

Local studies (Hesse et al., 2013; Y.-H. Liu et al., 2015; Aunai et al., 2016; Y.-H. Liu1143

et al., 2018) tend to agree that magnetic reconnection appears to be oriented along the1144

bisection of the upstream magnetic fields. However, the construction of a global X-line1145

following this local approach critically depend on the onset location of magnetic recon-1146

nection, and therefore requires further constraints to be defined. For instance, the on-1147

set location could be situated at point of first contact of the IMF with the magnetopause1148

as used in this study, it can also be where the reconnecting component are the greatest1149

(Moore et al., 2002), or it might be located elsewhere. More importantly, since follow-1150

ing the bisection does not take into account the spatial variation of physical quantities1151

such as magnetic shear or magnetic field amplitude, it can produce X-lines located where1152

reconnection is unlikely or even impossible, such as in regions of parallel magnetic fields.1153
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An X-line following the global approach, such as the maximum magnetic shear model1154

(Trattner et al., 2007), can result in local merging orientation producing small reconnect-1155

ing component of the magnetic fields, and therefore, small reconnection rate. Indeed, ex-1156

cept for strongly southward IMF, the parts of the MSL along the anti-parallel branches1157

are often close to being parallel to the magnetic field orientation on both sides of the mag-1158

netopause. More importantly, an abrupt change in orientation of an X-line, such as the1159

junction between the component and anti-parallel parts of the MSL, tends to produce1160

discontinuities in the reconnection rate along the X-line, and is not seen in other X-line1161

scenarios.1162

6.4 Limitations and perspectives1163

For reconstructing the spatial distributions of quantities such as the magnetic field,1164

this study assumes that the influence of magnetic reconnection can be neglected on a large1165

scale, therefore subsets of magnetosheath measurements were selected based solely on1166

the IMF cone angle values and maps for specific clock angles were thus produced in the1167

PGSM coordinate system. However, studies tend to show that magnetic reconnection1168

could have a global effect on the ion density and magnetic field (Phan et al., 1994; An-1169

derson et al., 1997; Kaymaz, 1998). Such an effect could marginally change the distri-1170

butions of quantities such as magnetic shear, current density, and reconnection rate. In-1171

vestigations (not included in this report) revealed minor alterations, such as the detailed1172

curvature of magnetic field lines in the magnetosheath, that do not affect the findings1173

of this study but call for more detailed and future work.1174

The distributions of the potential reconnection rate proposed in this study should1175

be considered with care. First, the reconnection rate was estimated from an MHD scal-1176

ing law designed for asymmetric conditions but antiparallel field lines. Then, global MHD1177

simulations seems to indicate (Komar & Cassak, 2016) that this law generally under-estimates1178

the measured reconnection rate in conditions different than due southward IMF. Fur-1179

thermore, it has also been shown that the reconnection rate in asymmetric and non-coplanar1180

current sheets may critically depend on ion kinetic effects (Hesse et al., 2013). Several1181

other effects may alter the reconnection rate at the magnetopause, such as the presence1182

of heavy ions (Toledo-Redondo et al., 2021) or the plasma beta and possible diamagnetic1183

drift of the X-line (Swisdak et al., 2003). More work is thus needed to improve the pre-1184

diction of the potential reconnection rate on the magnetopause surface and produce more1185

realistic maps.1186

This study has brought new constraints to where reconnection could be located on1187

the magnetopause, from an observational standpoint. Although also generally the case1188

in other studies, we feel an important limitation of our results comes from assuming steady1189

upstream conditions. Work is being done to reconstruct the time dependent distribu-1190

tion of a given quantity on the magnetopause in varying upstream conditions account-1191

ing for the propagation in the magnetosheath, and will be the focus of a forthcoming study.1192

Although they are among the main parameters conditioning reconnection at the1193

magnetopause, we have here only considered a dependency on the IMF orientation and1194

dipole tilt. The role of other parameters, such as the solar wind Mach number, should1195

be investigated in the future. Also, we assumed the state of the magnetopause only de-1196

pends on upstream conditions in the solar wind. In reality, the location of X-lines may1197

also depend on the system’s more or less recent history, and this should also be inves-1198

tigated.1199

In addition to addressing the limitations mentioned above, future work should also1200

assess the difference between X-lines produced with the local and global approaches more1201

extensively. The comparison established in Fig. 18 could, for instance, be systematically1202

done for several combinations of IMF orientations and dipole tilt angles. Comparing the1203

line obtained from the global maximization of the reconnection rate distribution and that1204
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obtained from following the local direction maximizing the rate scaling law should also1205

be explored. Future work should also check to what extent X-lines obtained from either1206

the local and global approach locally differ in their orientation from the LMN coordi-1207

nates often used to analyse spacecraft data (Phan et al., 2014) and orientations predicted1208

from reconstruction methods (Denton et al., 2023). Future studies should also focus on1209

gathering statistical evidences from reconnection signatures to discriminate among all1210

possible scenarios. One idea could be to determine which X-line model best fits the lo-1211

cation of the various electron diffusion regions reported in the literature (Lenouvel et al.,1212

2021). Another idea could consist in extracting reconnection signatures massively from1213

decades of data from multiple spacecraft missions, and correlating them with environ-1214

mental maps such as those used in this study. Work is currently being undertaken in that1215

regard.1216
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